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Abstract

Many works have investigated the adversarial attacks

or defenses under the settings where a bounded and im-

perceptible perturbation can be added to the input. How-

ever in the real-world, the attacker does not need to com-

ply with this restriction. In fact, more threats to the deep

model come from unrestricted adversarial examples, that

is, the attacker makes large and visible modifications on the

image, which causes the model classifying mistakenly, but

does not affect the normal observation in human perspec-

tive. Unrestricted adversarial attack is a popular and prac-

tical direction but has not been studied thoroughly. We or-

ganize this competition with the purpose of exploring more

effective unrestricted adversarial attack algorithm, so as to

accelerate the academical research on the model robust-

ness under stronger unbounded attacks. The competition

is held on the TianChi platform (https://tianchi.

aliyun.com/competition/entrance/531853/

introduction) as one of the series of AI Security Chal-

lengers Program.

1. Introduction

Deep neural network (DNNs) has achieved the most ad-

vanced performance in various visual recognition problems.

Despite its great success, the security of deep models have

also caused many concerns in the industry. For example,

DNNs are vulnerable to small and imperceptible perturba-

tions on the inputs (these inputs are also called adversarial

examples [29, 8]). In addition to the small and impercep-

tible perturbations, in the actual scene, more threats to the

deep model come from the unrestricted adversarial exam-

ples [25, 24, 7, 1, 9], that is, the attacker makes large and

visible modifications on the image, which causes the model

classifying mistakenly, but does not affect the normal ob-

servation in human perspective. Unrestricted adversarial at-

tack is a popular direction in the field of adversarial attack in

recent years. We hope that this competition can lead com-

petitors not only understand and explore the scene of unre-

stricted adversarial attack on ImageNet, but also further re-

fine and summarize some innovative and effective schemes

of unrestricted attack, so as to promote the development of

the field of adversarial attack academically.

In ImageNet classification task [22], in recent years,

a variety of derived datasets (such as ImageNet-C [14],

ImageNet-A [15], ImageNet-Sketch [31], ImageNet-R [13],

etc.) have emerged to evaluate the robustness of various

models in different scenarios. These datasets do not limit

the similarity between the modified image and the original

image, but require the attack image to be closer to the real

world noise (image noise often occurs in practice like cor-

ruption, or out of distribution). The purpose of this com-

petition is to explore a more realistic way to generate un-

restricted adversarial examples. At the same time, through

a variety of unrestricted attack testing, it helps us to under-

stand the vulnerability of the current deep models and build

a more robust image classification service.

The competition uses Imagenet dataset [22], we selected

15000 images, the whole competition is divided into three

stages: first, we open 5000 images for players to debug the
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algorithm, the samples submitted by players will be scored

by a series of pre-defined metrics; after the first stage, we

open another 5000 images, and go into the second stage, in

this stage the scoring metrics is consistent with stage 1, but

we replaced the deployed image recognition model. The

second stage lasted only 7 days; After the end of the sec-

ond stage, we will select the teams that enter the final stage

through two principles: 1. According to the objective score

of the second stage, the top 10 teams will enter the final

stage; 2. According to the objective score of the second

stage, the top 11-30 teams will be recommended anony-

mously by the experts of the organizing committee, and the

top 10 teams will enter the final stage. In the final stage,

players need to submit the model and running environment

for generating adversarial examples. We will test on the re-

maining 5000 private images and use human to score. We

will manually mark the score of the submitted examples by

the marking staff. The score marking is considered from

two dimensions: first, the changed image needs to have the

same semantics as the original image and guarantee the sin-

gleness of the semantics; second, the image needs to have

higher visual quality, and human can clearly identify the

object. The final result of the competition is decided by the

final stage.

2. Unrestricted Adversarial Attacks on Ima-

geNet

In this field, various great works are proposed to per-

form unrestricted adversarial attacks from different perspec-

tives. Shamsabadi et al. [24] propose an adversarial im-

age enhancement filter termed EdgeFool which crafts ad-

versarial examples with enhanced details. Bhattad et al. [1]

present two interesting semantic attacks which manipulate

texture and color fields to generate adversarial examples.

Guo et al. [9] investigate the potential hazards of motion

blur for DNNs, and propose kernel-prediction-based attack

which makes the motion-blurred adversarial examples vi-

sually more natural. Shamsabadi et al. [25] exploit image

semantics to selectively modify colors based on priors on

color perception.

3. Competition of Unrestricted Adversarial At-

tacks on ImageNet

The goal of this competition is to facilitate reliable eval-

uation of adversarial robustness of the current defense mod-

els in computer vision. In this competition, the organizers

will collect various defense models on public benchmarks

(e.g., CIFAR-10, ImageNet) for robustness evaluations. The

competitors need to develop strong attack algorithms to find

the worst-case robustness of those models. We aim to mo-

tivate novel attack algorithms to evaluate the adversarial ro-

bustness more effectively as well as evaluating the robust-

ness of the current defenses reliably.

3.1. Dataset

The competition uses the validation set of ImageNet-

1K. We selected 15 images for each of the 1000 ImageNet

classes according to the rule that the chosen image must be

classified correctly by target models, resulting 15000 test

images. Then the whole test set is splitted into three parts,

used by three competition stages respectively.

3.2. Tasks and Competition Rules

The task for the contestants is designing an algorithm

which modifies the test images offline to make the target

models mis-classified. The whole competition is divided

into three stages: first, we open 5000 images for players

to debug the algorithm, the samples submitted by players

will be predicted by the target models and scored by a se-

ries of pre-defined metrics; after the first stage, we open

another 5000 images, and go into the second stage, in this

stage the scoring metrics is consistent with stage I, but we

replaced the target image recognition model. The second

stage lasted only 7 days; After the end of the second stage,

we will select the teams that enter the final stage through

two principles: 1) According to the objective score of the

second stage, the top 10 teams will enter the final stage; 2)

According to the objective score of the second stage, the

top 11-50 teams will be recommended anonymously by the

experts of the organizing committee, and the top 10 teams

will enter the final stage. In the final stage, players need to

submit the model and running environment for generating

adversarial examples. Finally, we will test on the remaining

5000 private images and employ labours to score the sub-

mitted unrestricted adversarial examples which can attack

successfully. The scoring mechanism is considered from

two dimensions: 1) the changed image needs to have the

same semantics as the original image and guarantee the sin-

gleness of the semantics; 2) the image needs to have higher

visual quality, and human can clearly identify the object.

The final rank of the competition is decided by the manual

scoring results.

3.3. Evaluation Metrics

Target models of stage I. Three high-performance net-

works: Efficient-B5, ResneXt101-32×8d and Inception-V4

are adopted as target models in stage I. They are from

three branchs of network architecture design, and have bet-

ter complementarity. For data preprocessing, in addition to

the traditional center crop and normalization, we also add

padding and gaussian blur to make the target models have

a certain defensive ability.

Target models of stage II. In stage II, we use three

models with larger capability: Efficient-L2, ViT-Lagre and
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ResNeSt269. It will increase the difficulty of attack, and

help for screening out better attack algorithms. Same with

stage I, preprocessing-based defense is used at inference

time.

Objective machine scoring metrics. We use three rigor-

ous evaluation metrics proposed in previous works as fol-

lows:

• Attack Success Rate (ASR). ASR is the proportion of

examples attacking successfully in all test examples.

We directly calculate the ASR of the adversarial ex-

amples submitted by players, which is in [0,1]:

S∗
ASR =

‖{x̂|F(x̂) 6= y}‖

N
, (1)

where F(x̂) is the output of the target model. N is the

total number of test images.

• Fréchet Inception Distance (FID). We limit the images

submitted by competitors to satisfy the natural charac-

teristics. Inspired by the evaluation metrics of GANs

or other generative models, such as Inception Score

(IS), FID and KID, we take FID as the metric of image

naturalness:

S∗
FID =

√

1−
min(FID(X, X̂), 200)

200
, (2)

where X is the clean test image set and X̂ stands for

the set of adversarial examples submitted by competi-

tors. We normalized the FID score into [0,1].

• Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS).

LPIPS is a measurement of perceptual distance, which

is better than the traditional image quality metrics

SSIM and PSNR. The main purpose of adding per-

ceptual distance between X and X̂ is to prevent the

contestants to artificially select some online public ex-

amples to submit. Such a practice can achieve high

attack success rate, but is meaningless in this competi-

tion. The formulation of LPIPS is as follows:

SLPIPS =
∑

l

1

HlWl

∑

h,w

d(f l
hw, f̂

l
hw), (3)

where f l
hw and f̂ l

hw is the lth layer feature output of

VGG with the input of X and X̂ . d is the L2 distance

metric. The value of SLPIPS also needs to be normal-

ized by:

Clip(SLPIPS) = min(max(SLPIPS , 0.2), 0.7)
(4)

S∗
LPIPS =

√

1− 2 ∗ (Clip(SLPIPS)− 0.2) (5)

Finally, the overall objective machine score is:

Ssub = 100× S∗
ASR × S∗

FID × S∗
LPIPS . (6)

Subjective human scoring metrics. At the end of the

competition, contestants need to submit their method to at-

tack 5000 private images. The generated adversarial exam-

ples will be manually scored from two aspects: image se-

mantic and quality. The final rank will be determined ac-

cording to the results of the subjective scoring.

• Image semantics annotation. Image semantic anno-

tation is to determine whether the image semantic

changes before and after the attack. The attack is suc-

cessful only if the image semantics is preserved and

the model recognition is wrong.

The specific annotation steps are as follows: each

annotator will be given the original image and cor-

responding adversarial examples. They will judge

whether the semantics of the image after unrestricted

attack has changed. Semantic annotation is more sub-

jective. Each pair will be assigned to five people for

annotation, and the score decided by the majority vote

of five people will be used as the semantic score of

the image. If the semantics of the submitted image

changes, then Ss = 0, otherwise Ss = 1.

• Manual annotation of image quality. Image quality

manual annotation is a quantitative annotation of the

change of image quality before and after the attack,

which is used to determine the quality of the generated

unrestricted adversarial image.

The specific annotation steps are as follows: similar

with image semantics annotation, the image quality

will also be in the form of pair, and the degree of qual-

ity before and after the attack will be annotated. We

quantify the image quality annotation, and divide it

into five levels: 1) The image quality is the highest,

and the original image is basically consistent with the

image after the attack; 2) The image quality is good,

and the object can be clearly identified; 3) The image

quality looks so so; 4) The image has poor quality and

can not be recognized at a glance; 5) The image qual-

ity is very poor, can barely identify the object. Each

pair will be assigned 5 people to annotate, and finally

the average marked score of 5 people will be used as

the image quality score Sq .

The final total subjective evaluation score is as follows:

Sobj =

F(x̂) 6=y
∑

x̂

Ss(x̂)×
Sq(x̂)

5
. (7)

It should be noted that in the final 5000 images, we only

count on the subjective scores of examples which can attack

successfully.
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Team
Stage I Stage II

Final
ASR (%) Score ASR (%) Score

AdvRandom 86.96 81.98 82.76 74.93 2210

GoodAdv 46.08 42.40 76.04 57.32 2114

DemiguiseWoo 92.78 84.69 76.6 63.31 1861

Advers 95.14 87.80 80.0 66.27 1816

fangzheng00 78.26 71.17 80.0 56.37 1805

Table 1. Competition results of Top-5 teams.

4. Competition Results

By running and evaluating 3007 submissions from

around one hundred teams, we select the top 10 teams to

win the prize. The competition results of top 5 teams have

been shown in Table 1. We also report the ASR and score

in two extra stages before the final scoring. In this com-

petition, ASR is not the determinant of getting a high final

score. The contestants need to consider the quality of mod-

ified image, the generality and transferability of the attacks,

etc. This setting leads the contestants to design a more prac-

tical unrestricted attack. Among the top 5 teams, GoodAdv

has the lowest ASR and score in stage I and stage II, but it

still gets the final score of second place, as the most mod-

ified images having good visual quality. The Top-1 team

AdvRandom develops an attack algorithm with good trans-

ferability, which keeps high ASR and score in both stages.

Finally AdvRandom gets a score of 2210, achieving the first

place. For the description and implementation details of top

5 methods, we introduce them in Section 5.

5. Top Scoring Submissions

5.1. 1st place: AdvRandom

Team members: Fangcheng Liu (Peking University),

Chao Zhang (Peking University), Hongyang Zhang (TTIC

& University of Waterloo).

5.1.1 Method

The final total subjective evaluation score is decided by two

parts, i.e., attack success rate and image quality. There-

fore, it is important to reach high attack success rate while

maintaining original semantic and good perceptual quality.

However, a key challenge in computer vision is the lack of

a precise mathematical metric of human perception [18]. In

this competition, we aim to find the smallest perturbation

δ∗ such that x + δ∗ is misclassified by the target model F

under specific distance metric ‖ · ‖, i.e.,

δ∗ =argmin
δ

‖δ‖,

s.t. F(x+ δ) 6= y,

x+ δ ∈ [0, 1]d.

(8)

However, direct optimization of problem (8) is intractable,

in part due to the lack of information about the target model

F . We approximately solve this problem by discretizing the

continuous space of perturbation size into a discrete set and

choosing the minimum perturbation size so that the attack

is able to fool the target model F . However, the challenge is

that it is typically difficult to decide whether a given pertur-

bation radius can also fool the target model [3]. This prob-

lem is also known as model selection problem, and a classic

approach to tackle this problem is to use a validation model

to help decide the proper perturbation radius. More specif-

ically, we split all available models into training model set

and validation model set. Adversarial examples are crafted

on training model and we will stop increasing perturbation

budget for further attack if the probability of the true class

on the validation model is smaller than a certain threshold

η. With the validation model, we are able to select the min-

imum perturbation size to fool the target model F from the

discrete set of perturbation radius.

In this competition, we consider ℓ∞ distance metric.

Given a perturbation radius ε from the discrete set, We for-

mulate our transfer-based attack by combining Translation-

invariant method [6], Diverse input method [34], and Mo-

mentum Iterative method [5] (TDMI), which can be formu-

lated as

mt+1 = µ ·mt +
W ∗ ∇xt

L (f (T (xt, p);θ) , y)

‖W ∗ ∇xt
L (f (T (xt, p);θ) , y) ‖1

,

xt+1 = ΠB(x,ε) (xt + α · sign(mt+1)) ,
(9)

where m0 = 0,x0 = x, W is a pre-defined kernel with

a convolution operation ∗, α is the step size, and µ is the

decay factor for the momentum term. T (xt, p) represents

the diverse input transformation on xt with probability p.

5.1.2 Submission Details and Results

In our final submission, we set µ = 0.8, p = 0.7, η = 0.01
and consider ε ∈ {4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 32, 64}. The kernel size

of W is set to 5×5. Our training and validation models are

both an ensemble [20] of eight high-performance networks.

The final total subjective evaluation score of our ap-

proach is 2210, surpassing the runner-up by 4.56%. Be-

sides, we can define the average image quality score1 by

Squality =
Sobj

1000× S∗
ASR

, (10)

1The upper bound of average image quality score is 5
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where Sobj is the final total subjective evaluation score and

S∗
ASR is the attack success rate. The average image quality

score of our approach is 2.85, surpassing the runner-up 2.3

by 23.91%.

5.2. 2nd place: team GoodAdv

Team members: Xiao Yang, Yichi Zhang, Shilong Liu,

Chang Liu, Wenzhao Xiang

5.2.1 Method

Although the adversarial perturbations generated by the ex-

isting methods (e.g., PGD [17] and MIM [5]) have a small

intensity change (e.g., 16 for each pixel in [0, 255]), they

may still sacrifice the visual quality for human perception,

and a similar conclusion is also elaborately described in [23]

that ℓp-norm adversarial perturbations can not fit human

perception well. To make the crafted image indistinguish-

able from the corresponding original one, we require that

the crafted image should look natural beyond the constraint

of the ℓp norm bound. Inspired by the intuitive fact that hu-

man eyes are not sensitive to high frequency information,

we aim to tackle this problem in the frequency domain.

Specifically, we separately manipulate different fre-

quency bands of the input image to make more adversarial

perturbations appear in high frequency bands, indicating ex-

plicitly encouraging the naturalness of the generated image.

Therefore, given the input image x and the corresponding

label y, the optimization problem can be formulated as

W ∗ = max
W

J
(

f
(

F−1(W ⊙F(x))
)

, y
)

, (11)

where f represents the classifier, J is loss function of the

classifier (e.g., cross-entropy loss and CW loss [2]). And F
and F−1 represent the corresponding forward and inverse

frequency transformation, W indicates the attention map of

the coefficients in frequency domain. The optimized adver-

sarial samples can be obtained from the optimal attention

map W ∗ in Eq. (11). Therefore, the generation process can

be expressed as

x
adv = F−1(W ∗ ⊙F(x)). (12)

In order to make the crafted image both perceptually sat-

isfactory and effective against different classifiers, we de-

vise the dynamic learning rate of the frequency coefficients

among different frequency bands. Specifically, the coeffi-

cients in higher frequency bands will be manipulated with

a higher learning rate, while a lower learning rate will be

adopted in lower frequency bands.

As described in the optimization formulation Eq. (11),

the optimization process tends to explore the attention map.

The design of the attention map is inspired by the filters

in signal processing. Since any signal can be expressed as

WT

Coeffs
WT

Coeffs
FFT

Coefficients

FFT IFFT

Attention

map
⊙ classifier

Figure 1. The pipline of the frequency-based adversarial attack.

a combination of signals with different frequencies, the at-

tention map can be used to rearrange the weights of these

signals. We adopt Fourier transformation as the frequency

domain transformation, and the forward transformation can

be expressed as

F (u, v) =

M−1
∑

i=0

N−1
∑

j=0

Ix(i, j)e
−j2π(ui

M
+ vj

N
), (13)

where M and N represent the sampling numbers in two

directions, Ix(i, j) is the original image x in spatial domain,

and F (u, v) calculates corresponding values in frequency

domain. Rather than directly reconstructing the input image

by inverse Fourier transformation, we introduce an attention

map into the coefficients in frequency domain as

I
x
adv (i, j) = Re(

1

MN

M−1∑

u=0

N−1∑

v=0

W (u, v) · F (u, v)ej2π(ui
M

+ vj
N

)),

(14)

where W (u, v) is the optimized attention map, and Re(·)
means taking the real part.

5.2.2 Submission Details and Results

The whole pipeline is illustrated in Figure 1. First, the in-

put image is transformed into frequency domain by Fourier

transform. Then the coefficients matrix in the frequency

domain is multiplied by an attention map, and the manipu-

lated coefficients are transformed to spatial domain by in-

verse Fourier transform. Finally, the manipulated image is

fed into the classifier to calculate the gradients w.r.t the at-

tention map. We present some details as follows

• The attention map is built as 1×M×N matrix, mean-

ing that the attention map is shared across channels.

The reason for sharing maps is that color manipula-

tions will lead to perceptible evidence. After sharing

the attention map across channels, the color difference

can be limited to an acceptable range.

• The gradient map of the loss is normalized with a mi-

nus Gaussian kernel, indicating that lower frequency

coefficients have smaller learning rates, the higher fre-

quency coefficients have bigger learning rates. The

weight kernel can be optional. We observe that the

Gaussian kernel shows better visual quality than the

linear kernel in our experiments.

• We select CW loss as the loss function.

The final score of our method is 10567.8.
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5.3. 3rd place: team DemiguiseWoo

Team members: Yajie Wang, Huipeng Zhou, Haoran

Lyu, Yidan Xu, Zixuan Xu, Taoyu Zhu, Wenjun Li, Xian-

feng Gao

In this section, we introduce the attack method we use,

which won third place in the Competition of Unrestricted

Adversarial Attacks on ImageNet. We describe our ap-

proach in 5.3.1, and detail our submissions in 5.3.2.

5.3.1 Method

Our approach aims to generate unrestricted perturbations

while ensuring that adversarial examples are friendly to the

human visual system (HVS). Therefore, we design our ob-

jective function in two parts: the first part is the adversar-

ial loss to guarantee the attack strength of adversarial ex-

amples. We use the cross-entropy loss between the pre-

dicted label of local models and the clean label. The second

part is the Perceptual loss to guarantee the visual quality

of adversarial examples. We use Learned Perceptual Image

Patch Similarity (LPIPS) and pixel-level Mean Square Error

(MSE). LPIPS is a metric that utilizes deep features from

trained Convolutional Neural Networks to measure image

similarity [36], and we compute LPIPS between the origi-

nal image and the adversarial example. MSE considers the

image realism loss problem and aims to reduce the data dis-

tribution distance between the adversarial example and the

original image [26]. With MSE, adversarial examples are

generated as consistent as possible with the distribution of

clean samples. Our loss function can be formulated as fol-

lows:

L = Lce

(

x
adv, ytrue

)

+λ·D
(

x
adv,x

)

+φ·Lmse

(

x
adv,x

)

.
(15)

Where Lce is the cross-entropy loss between the label of

x
adv and the ground-truth label ytrue, D is the Perceptual

Similarity distance, Lmse is the pixel-level Mean Square

Error loss.

Our attack combines two practical improvements built

upon the basic iterative method (BIM) [17]: TI-FGSM [6]

and MI-FGSM [5]. First, we translate images to attenuate

overfitting of adversarial examples to the recognition region

of local models, facilitating adversarial examples transfer to

the black-box model. Next, we add a momentum term to

stabilize the update direction of gradients during the itera-

tive process, avoiding falling into local optima and overfit-

ting to local models. We also utilize the variance-reduced

gradient to generate adversarial examples [33], which fur-

ther improves the transferability of adversarial examples.

Finally, we ensemble multiple models locally to generate

adversarial examples for attacking the unknown black-box

model.

An effective way to improve the robustness and trans-

ferability of adversarial examples is image variation. We

perform the random variation of input diversity [34] and

random excision of input samples to obtain more diverse in-

puts and enhance the adversarial examples’ transferability.

Also, we use the Sobel operator to obtain the edge contour

information of the image. We partially eliminate it, which

mitigates the trade-off between attack strength and pertur-

bation visibility and reduces perturbation visibility.

In summary, our approach can be formulated as follows:

gt+1 = µ · gt +
∇xL

(

xadv
t , ytrue

)

∥

∥∇xL
(

xadv
t , ytrue

)
∥

∥

1

, (16)

xadv
t+1 = clip

{

xadv
t + α · sign [T ∗ (gt+1)]

}

. (17)

Where t is the number of iterations, µ is the decay fac-

tor, L is the loss function, ytrue is the original label of the

adversarial example xadv , T is the translation operator. In

each iteration, we clip the perturbations to avoid them being

conspicuous.

5.3.2 Submission Details and Results

We fuse logit activations of multiple models as the local

ensemble model, assigning equal weights to each model.

Specifically, we ensemble the following models: DenseNet-

201 [16], RepVGG [4], GhostNet [11] and Vision Trans-

former (ViT) [35]. We follow the original settings of the

attacks [6, 5, 33, 34] and fine-tune parameters based on ex-

perience. We attack images in the range [0-255] with the

number of iterative rounds set to 50 and the step size set to

0.36 for the first 45 rounds and 0.072 for the last 5 rounds.

For calculating the distance loss of data distribution be-

tween adversarial examples and clean images, we also tried

Fréchet Inception Distance (FID), Cosine similarity and

Kullback-Leibler Divergence. They are effective but not

ideal for the competition.

5.4. 4th place: team Advers

Team members: Guoqiu Wang, Huanqian Yan, Ying

Guo, Chaoning Zhang.

5.4.1 Method

There are many methods for unrestricted adversarial at-

tacks, e.g., adding Lp norm perturbation [8, 21], generating

adversarial images by GAN networks [32], sticking adver-

sarial patches [19, 10]. In the first stage, we carried out

many different methods and decided to generate adversar-

ial images by adding L∞ norm perturbation, which has a

higher machine score.
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Attack success rate is the most important item for the

score in three stages. We should improve the transferability

of adversarial images to improve the ASR, because of the

target models are unknown. Recently, many methods have

been proposed to improve the transferability, such as multi-

model ensemble transferable attack, input diversity (DI)

[34], translation-invariant attack (TI) [6], and momentum-

based attack (MI) [5].

In addition to the attack success rate, S∗
FID and S∗

LPIPS

are also important for the machine score in the first two

stages. And the adversarial images need to have higher

visual quality for human in the third stage. Translation-

invariant iterative attack improves attack ability by smooth-

ing the gradient of the image with a pre-defined kernel W .

With the size of W increasing, the adversarial perturbations

will be more perceptible. We set an appropriate size of

W in our solution by considering transferability and visual

quality comprehensively. Adversarial images generated by

momentum-based attack have a higher transferability, but

the adversarial perturbations are more perceptible for hu-

man. We designed a new method named Gradient Refining

(for more details, please read our paper [30]), which can

balance the transferability and visual quality of adversarial

images, and put away the momentum-based method.

Input diversity method brings random gradients and

translation-invariant method magnifies the randomness.

Though the random gradients reduce the over-fitting and

make the adversarial examples more generalized and trans-

ferable, there exists random useless information of gradi-

ents, which inhibits the generalization and transferability

of adversarial examples to some extent. Our experiments

prove this hypothesis.

To reduce the effects of random useless gradients intro-

duced by input diversity, we design a method named Gra-

dient Refining, which can enhance the transferability of ad-

versarial examples efficiently. In the process of attacking

an image, our method randomly transforms the image with

several times during each iteration and calculates their re-

spective gradients, then averages them to get a refined gra-

dient, which preserves the gradients helpful for the transfer-

ability and counteracts the useless gradients for the attack.

In our solution, we used R-DTI-FGSM algorithm (Gra-

dient Refining combined with DI-TI), which can be formal-

ized as:

gr =
1

n

n
∑

i=1

(W ∗ ▽xL(T (x
adv
t , p), y)) (18)

xadv
t+1 = xadv

t + α · sign(gr) (19)

where ▽xL(T (x
adv
t , p), y) denotes the gradient of the loss

function L(·, ·) w.r.t. the transformed image of adversar-

ial example xadv
t generated in step t. T (·, p) denotes the

stochastic transformation function with probability p. y is

Figure 2. The framework of R-DTI-FGSM algorithm. For more

details, please read our paper [30]

the ground-truth label, W denotes the pre-defined kernel

and n is the correction times of the gradient. gr is the re-

fined gradient. sign(·) is the sign function and α denotes

the step size. The framework of our solution is in Figure 2.

5.4.2 Submission Details and Results

We set the maximum perturbation of each pixel to be

32/255, the step size α is 1/255 and the total iteration num-

ber T is equal to 40. For the stochastic transformation func-

tion T (x, p), the probability p is set to be 0.7. The size

of TI-kernel W is 5 × 5. The correction times n is set to

be 9. Ensemble models include ResNet50, DenseNet161,

Inception-v4, Ens-adv-inception-resnet-v2, Efficientnet-b5-

adv et al.

In the third stage, we won the fourth place in the final to-

tal subjective evaluation score (9081.6) and won the second

place in attack success rate (95.48%).

5.5. 5st place: team fangzheng00

Team members:Zheng Fang, Yang Wang, Bingyang Fu,

Yunfei Zheng, Yekui Wang, Haorong Luo and Zhen Yang.

5.5.1 Method

Our method is based on FGSM[8] and referred to Mo-

mentum Iterative boosting(MI)[5], Diversity Input(DI)[34]

and Translation Invariant(TI)et al. [6] . Besides the trans-

formations in MI, we used the rotation transformation to

further enhance the transferability. Our method can be writ-

ten as:

xt+1
adv = Πǫx

t
adv + α · sign(W ∗ ▽xl(f(H(xt

adv)), y)
(20)
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where xt
adv is adversarial example generated in iteration

t and W is a kernel.

The function H includes three transformations(e.g., ran-

dom size, random padding and rotation). The probability of

transformation function is set to be 1 which means the input

image would been transformed in every iteration. The rota-

tion’s angle is −π/6 to π/6. Other settings are the same as

the original method.

We choose eight models, including four normal mod-

els, i.e.,Inception-V3[28], Inception-V4[27], Inception-

Resnet-V2[27] and ResNet-V2 152[12] and four adver-

arially trained models, i.e., ens3-adv-Inception-V3, ens4-

adv-Inception-V3, ens-adv-Inception-Resnet-V2 and adv-

Inception-V3. The target model is an ensemble of above

models by equal weight. The maximum perturbation is lim-

ited in ǫ = 16.

5.5.2 Submission Details and Results

We find that increasing the number of iterations can get

the adversarial examples with better transferability. Limited

by time and hardware, the iteration is set to 100. In the final,

we score was 9026.2 and attack success rate was 0.7838.

6. Conclusion

We introduce the Unrestricted Adversarial Attacks on

ImageNet Competition. Though the elaborate design of

rules and evaluation metrics, we obtain five practical and

strong unrestricted adversarial attack algorithms, which has

been described in Section 5. We wish this competition could

give more inspiration to the community about practical un-

restricted adversarial attacks. Furthermore, by collecting

a set of attack algorithms, we will organize them to form

a benchmark for evaluating the robustness of deep models

against unrestricted adversarial attacks in the future.
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